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**QUESTION 1:** May a judicial candidate’s campaign committee accept unsolicited contributions from political parties?

**ANSWER 1:** Yes. While a judicial candidate should be careful to avoid giving the appearance that he or she is affiliated with one political party or the other, nothing in Canon 5 prohibits a candidate’s committee from accepting unsolicited contributions from a political party.

**QUESTION 2:** May a judicial candidate distribute yard signs and other campaign literature to political parties and public officials who request them?

**ANSWER 2:** Yes. While a judicial candidate should be careful to avoid giving the appearance of soliciting a public endorsement, nothing in Canon 5 prohibits a candidate’s campaign committee from distributing campaign literature to various political parties and public officials who request them in the hope the materials will be distributed.

Kentucky Constitution Section 117 mandates that all judicial elections shall be nonpartisan. The Judicial Code of Ethics, however, does not apply to persons who are not judges and judicial candidates. While a judicial candidate is charged with the duty of maintaining his or her campaign’s nonpartisan character, both by the Kentucky Constitution and by the specific details of Canon 5, neither the Code nor the Constitution is violated when political parties make unsolicited donations to a candidate’s race or when public officials request a judicial candidate’s campaign literature, and a candidate may distribute same in the hopes that the materials will be made available to the public.
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